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Chapter Meeting Minutes
February 20, 2018
The meeting was held at Graves Piano & Organ Co.
Attendance:

Mitch Staples, Chris Altenburg, Chris Burget, Ron
Kenreich, Kim Hoessly, John Schmoll, David Stang,
David Chadwick
Teasurer's Report:
$1,850.53

Old Business:

Our March technical will be on bass bridge repair and
we will be meeting at Maize Manor UMC, 3901
Maize Rd. Columbus, OH 43204 (just south of Cooke
Rd and just east of I71). Because the church needs to
lock up at 9pm (and set alarms), those who are able will
be meeting in the choir room, where a Baldwin
Hamilton with a loose bridge resides, at 4pm to begin
the demonstration. We will make a video for those who
cannot come that early. We will break about 66:30,
probably get pizza and have the business meeting at
7:30. Any work still needing to be done will be
completed and we will make due diligence to vacate the
church before 9. Two or three of us will be meeting the
following morning to put the strings back on and tune it
up. More hands on learning for anyone interested.
New Business:

The April technical is tentatively planned to be given by
Phil Walters demonstrating a vertical action jig that can
be used for spacing hammers on the bench. Location
not confirmed, but may be held at Graves.
The May meeting may take place at Solich Piano, but
could be held on the fourth Tuesday which is May 22.
This is to accomodate guest speaker Tim Barnes. Topic
of discussion is not yet known.

The Chapter voted to increase the annual donation
given to the OMTA Summer Scholarship Fund, up from
$150 to $200.

Butts & Flanges
Kim Hoessly gave the answer to the puzzler picture
she submitted for last month's issue, in which she
asked what was wrong with the picture. The answer: A
sticker showing the regualation specifications for a
grand piano was actually placed in a vertical. She was
just looking at it while tuning and noticed specs for
hammer drop, which didn't apply to this small vertical.
Some factory worker stuck the wrong sticker in the
piano.
Kim was also working on a small console or spinet
that had a fallboard that was loose on one end. The
bracket holding the swivel arm in place on one end was
missing and nowhere to be found. She noticed that the
other remaining brackets resembled DamppChaser
water tube clips, so she grabbed an extra clip and it fit
perfectly on the fallboard and arm/rod.
David Stang showed us a picture of a cracked bridge
on a 5" Young Chang grand. The crack begins at the
end of the bridge and affects the top octave. It looks
like an attempt was made to fix it. "It was just one of
the weirdest things I ever saw!" Several scenarios were
offered up, but there was no consensus on exactly what
happened. Did someone try to place the chunks of
bridge back into place, or just hammer in loose pins
back into the bridge which kept on cracking? Was it
partially filled in then covered in DAG, or something
similar?
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Vertical Action Troubleshooting

The February meeting was held at Graves Piano & Organ Co. Thanks to Michael Spain for laying out refreshments and
staying late so that we could have our meeting.
Kim Hoessly, earlier in the day, wandered through the used piano warehouse in the back looking for verticals with various
issues. This wasn't meant to be an all inclusive demonstration on all problems, but more, or less, a primer on typical action
problems encountered in the field.
First was a Kimball console that had a ringing damper. It was the first damper on the treble side after the bass break. To
accomodate the angle of the plate strut in such a small space, an angled half damper was used, and the right string was not
damping properly, which is not unusual for these half dampers. Several remedies were discussed including: Needling the
damper felt; Respacing the string; Adding an over damper. Needling, in this case, would be easiest with a chopstick voicing
tool used from above, so as to fluff the felt a bit for better contact. If time is a factor, then perhaps slightly respacing the
string would be the quickest and least intrusive remedy. Just remember that the hammer should probably be filed and
surfaced afterward. More permanent fixes would be to replace the felt, or add an over damper.
Next was an old Chickering upright that didn't really present any issues at that time, but was a bit of a curiosity because of
the damper configuration which employed damper springs that were mounted on the backside of the damper levers. Also, the
dampers had string loops at the tops to provide tension, similar to some turnofthe20thcentury grands with string loops
holding the butterfly springs in whippens. So, if you have damper problems on an old Chickering, these could be the
culprits. There was a brief discussion on if you're seeing something odd about an action that you've never seen before,
chances are good that you'll find it on a Chickering. "Good ole Jonas...!"
Third was a Knabe console with sluggish notes. There were more than several keys that were slow to reset on this piano,
and for a couple different reasons. One rule of thumb when diagnosing is to start at the front of the key, work your way back,
then up into the acgtion. Also, one can isolate whether the problem is in the key itself or higher up in the action by holding
the back of the key down and working the whippen with your finger; if it works fine then the problem may be in the key. If
not, then it may be elsewhere in the action. On this piano, some keys just seemed a little tight at the front rail bushings.
Many other notes had tight action centers, either at the hammer butt flanges or jack flanges. Whippen flanges can also be
problematic here. Kim commented that, while diagnosing the problems, she is asking herself how much time it will take to
fix the problems one way or another, and how much the customer may be willing to pay. Often times, the best and permanent
fix is also an expensive and time consuming one as well. Repinning may not always be an option, so sometimes that leaves
lubricating or sizing bushings. Protek CLP is often used here in these cases, though, a few techs try not to overuse this,
preferring to size the bushings with a 50/50 mix of alcohol and water. Rubbing alcohol and Isopropyl are satisfactory, even
the 70/30 Iso mixed with 50% water is fine. That would, in the end, make for a mix diluted past the 50/50 ratio but will still
work. Even just the 70/30 out of the bottle will do in a pinch. The alcohol merely acts as a vehicle for soaking the water into
the felt. The alcohol evaporates quickly, then the felt shrinks as the water dries. David Chadwick prefers this over CLP
beacause he feels that it is longer lasting and shrinks the bushing to the perfect size on the centerpin. This sometimes may
take a bit longer, as the water must evaporate for full effect. The bushing may, in some cases, swell a bit before shrinking.
Whether lubricating or sizing, it helps to have a hypooiler with a long plastic tube, like those on WD40 cans, attached to
the needle to get into tight hard to reach places, like whippen flanges. Working the parts back and forth is also an option to
try as well. For hammer butt flanges, reach into the action, grab both sides of the hammer butt, apply downward pressure,
then work it side to side. This may actually burnish the felt a bit. Mitch Staples did this on one and it appeared to free it up.
Last was a Story & Clark console that when one key was pressed several more also went down. "Pencil!" exclaimed
multiple people; and usually that would be right. This time it was a plastic tie, or sock, clip. There was also a clicking sound
on another key, which turned out to be a coin sitting on the front rail keypin felt. Someone then made a quip, "That'll be
$200, please!" To which, Kim replied with a story. There was a kid playing baseball who was struck by a line drive to the
head, rendering him unconcious, possibly in a coma. While receiving medical attention, a doctor surmised the situation, took
a rubber mallet and struck the kid on top of the head. The kid woke up. The doctor then billed the family for $200, to which
the father, though glad and elated that his son was alright, still questioned the amount of the bill. "It only took you a minute!"
The doctor then replied, "Well... $5 for hitting him on the head, and $195 for knowing how and where to hit him!" So,
maybe $200 is more than a bit much for removong a pencil, don't fall into the trap of always under charging for your skill
set, and knowledge, and how it is all applied. "There are two things you generally don't want to hear in this situation," Kim
explained, "One, it wasn't doing that before. And two, oh, it only cost that much?"
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Quick Tip

by Kim Hoessly

From time to time, I end up in homes that have no lights in the room where the piano
is… except, of course, on the piano. And those lights, of course, must come off to tune
the piano. I keep a light in my car (with an extension cord) that I can bring in to allow
me to see what I’m doing. I also recommend having some kind of stand to attach your
light on as many pianos don’t offer a good place for hanging. I use a folding music stand
with a bracket (both of which were left by a health care provider when my husband had
to do an IV at home several years ago). Also of use are the many versions of flashlights
with magnets that you can attach to the plate.
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The Cincinnati, OH Chapter of PTG presents

~ Ben McKlveen Memorial Tuning Seminar ~
Saturday, April 21, 2018

Piano Pros, 10177 International Blvd
West Chester Township, OH 45246
The seminar will focus on beginning technicians and those who are preparing
to take the tuning exam. We have divided the test areas into 3 short
demonstrations followed by small group or individual tutoring sessions.
Our regional Certified Tuning Examiner Doug Adkins will be presenting
along with Nevin Essex and other RPTs from the Cincinnati Chapter.
9:00 a.m. 
9:30 a.m. 
11:00 a.m. 
11:30 a.m. 
12:30 p.m. 
1:30 p.m. 
2:00 p.m. 
3:00 p.m. 

Demonstration  Setting the A, tuning unisons, tuning stability
Tutoring session
Demonstration  tuning the temperament
Tutoring session
Lunch
Demonstration  expanding the temperament
Tutoring session
Conclusion

Registration: $50.00 (includes lunch) Vegetarian option available.

To register, download a registration form at: https://goo.gl/xGv4em
or register online at:
https://squareup.com/store/Ben_McKlveen_Tuning_Seminar

Contact: Matt Shoemaker, 9374527325, mshoemakerl@woh.rr.com
Map Link: https://goo.gl/maps/e5hUCuS11PP2
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Columbus Chapter
of the
Piano Technicians Guild
 Officers 
President

VicePresident
Treasurer
Secretary

Imm. Past Pres.

Mitch Staples, RPT

Chris Altenburg, RPT

Ron Kenreich
Chris Burget

Kim Hoessly, RPT

Chapter Meeting

Tuesday, March 20
4:00pm
Different Time!!!

Maize Manor UMC
3901 Maize Rd
Columbus, OH 43224
maizemanorchurch.org

Topic: Vertical Bass Bridge
Repair
Technical at 4:00pm
Food break at 6:30pm
Meeting at 7:30pm

Map Link:
goo.gl/maps/mVeSB88RQ3y

This newsletter was created using the opensource program Scribus running on the Linux Mint operating system.

Disclaimer:
All expressions of opinion and all statements of supposed facts are published on the authority of the author as listed
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